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AFTReleases Detailed
Registration Report

SDS Hopes For
Underground
Newspaper

By KATHY ALBAN
The
American
Federation of
Teachers Chapter at HSC undertook
an investigation of the pandemonium
surrounding the recent registration
and the expanded student body and

By RICK KHAMSI
The CIA, a meeting on Indian
Rights,
and
an
underground
newspaper
were
the topics of
discussion at Thursday night’s SDS
meeting.
The
first part of the meeting
centered around the CIA recruiters
who will be coming to HSC later this
month
in
search
of potential
secretaries.

released the following report on its
Humboldt State College was faced
this fall with the largest number of
Students ever enrolled in the history
of the institution. Forty-six hundred
students enrolled,and signed up for
enough courses to produce 4,300

Suggestions were made to

full-time

print and pass out handbills stating
the case against the CIA, and to

perform a skit dramatizing the role of

that’
omnipresent
organization.
Neither proposal was acted upon; the
matter was tabled until the next
meeting.

“Indian Rights” was next on the
agenda. Ken Byrne mentioned the
up-coming Fish-in at Frank's Landing
in Washington, where Indians are
protesting the federal violation of an
Members

treaty.

old = fishing-rights

were also asked to attend the Indian
15.

Rights Meeting on October

newspaper
underground
The
discussed
the last hour of the
that a
It was decided
meeting.
committee would be formed to elect
an editor, who would be accepted or
rejected by the SDS as a whole. The
newspaper, whose first issue will be
coming out soon, is not designed to
be competitive with the Lumberjack.
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By JIM McCONAHA

president

On October 23 and 24, students of
Humboldt

the

State College

opportunity

preference

will be given

of expressing

for

a

president

their

of

the

the
opinion,
their
in
which,
the need for
Lumberjack does not:
voicing student opinions and ideas.

election will be held on those dates
for the major contenders for these
offices. Candidates on the ballot for

States
from

and a United
California. A

States
mock

Peace And Freedom
Candidate To Speak
SHEASBY

Paul Jacobs, the U.
S. Senatorial
candidate of the Peace and bkreedom
Party,
will
appear
on
campus
Wednesday, Oct. 16 at 11:00 a.m., to
deliver a one-hour
address in’ the
founders
Hall Auditorium.
Jacobs

“Law

Los

Angeles

attempting

Police
to

Department.

devise

a

in

community

relations program
Jacobs
formerly
served
as
a
Presidential Advisor in the War on
Poverty and has written extensively
on the sociology of poverty. He has
co-authored a book on the problems
ot the aged with Michael Harrington

and a study of SNCC and SDS with
Saul Landau. His latest book, Prelude
to_

Riot,

Poverty

examines

and

the

police

pattern

of

repression

revealed by ghetto insurrections.

In

his

autobiography,

Is Curly

ewish?, Jacobs recounts the beginning

at

Tadical career as a seventeen

year old Trotskyist in New York and
as a “Jimmy Higgins” in the Socialist «
city government in Minneapolis. He
describes his subsequent life as an

include

Hubert

H.

Humphrey, Richard Nixon, George
Wallace, and a write-in candidate of
the
student’s
choice.
For
United
States
senator
from
California,
students may choose between Max
Rafferty,
Alan Cranston,
or Paul
Jacobs. Students will also be able to
express their opinion on such issues
as
the
voting
age,
reform
or
abolishment of the clectoral college
and others
Polling tor the event will take place
at the Campus Activities
Center, the
Cafeteria
and
the
IP ducation-Psychology — building
Hours for polling will be announced
at a later date. Students will receive a
ballot
upon
presentation
of their
ASB card and voting will be open to
all students possessing the student
body card. Ballots will be collected in
locked boxes and counting will be
on Pape 4)

loads.

The

August

that

some

concern

admissions

was

he
aw
F<
“
apprentice in the diamond trade, as a
migratory worker, a soldicr, a labor
organizer, a union executive, and a
journalist for
The Reporter and other

magazines.

Jacobs was nominated at the Peace
and Freedom
Party convention by
Eldridge Cleaver, who later became
the
Party's
Presidential
candidate.
Jacobs
has
been
campaigning
throughout California since winning
the
nomination,
and
is
now
attempting
to arrange a three-way

debate

with

Max

Rafferty

and

Alan

Cranston. Cranston has so far refused
to debate Jacobs. Jacobs has attacked
Cranston fog not separating himself

trom Johnson-Humphrey policies and

not

calling

for

American

from Vietnam.
Jacobs will meet
supporters

at

noon

with
in

withdrawal

campaign
the

CAC

Lounge to discuss the future plans of
PEP and his recent meetings with
organizers of the McCarthy-oriented
New Party.

state

would

expressed

exceed

the

budgeted

figure,

but

it

impossible

was

to predict

how

far over

this figure enrollment might go.
Since the budget normally allows

for

a

two

percent

decision
was
enrollment, in

total

number

two percent

flexibility,

made
not
anticipation

would

the

to limit
that the

not exceed

the

figure.

Unfortunately,

the curtailment

of

Ranger Test
The
California
State
Personnel
Board examination
is going to be
held for those interested in becoming
4)
seasonal
ParkRanger
in
the
Trinidad,
bureka, and Fortuna area.
The
filing
date
for
the
test
is
November 15 and the test is going to
be
held
on
December
7
Anyone
interested in this is asked to contact
Susan Spratt in Nelson Hall, West

BULLETIN

and Order versus

His primary work for the
Center has
been in the area of police-community
relations
in
urban
ghettoes
Lollowing the Watts Riot of 1965,
Jacobs acted as a consultant to the

will

(Continued

Social
Change,”
and will discuss some
of the social implications of police
and military repression
Jacobs is a staff member of the
Center for the Study of Democratic

Institutions, established by the Fund
for the Republic in Santa Barbara.

~

Mock Election Set;
Planned By YR’s
United
senator

will speak on

-

John Burman (33), HSC’s Big Gun, breaks over left tackle on his way to a 40
yd. TD run in last Sat.’s SO—O win over Central Washington. See Story Page 8.

Instead, SDS hopes it will fill a need

By WALT

ed

class

support budget for Humboldt State
College was based this year on a load
of S00 less students than actually
enrolled.
Qualified students continued to be
admitted to Humboldt State College
right up to the time of registration. A
number of other colleges curtailed
admissions carlicr in the summer. A
number of factors operated this year
to upset
the normal
predicting
mechanism.
On the basis of past experience, the
Admissions Office predicted in May
that HSC would have approximately
the number of students provided for
in the budget. By the middle of

Forms will be available to H.S.C. students October 21 to 24 concerning
registration. They will be available on the Lumberjack stands, the office of
Admissions and Records, and all division offices. These forms are vital
because they are Course Request Sheets or application forms for the
Winter Quarter Classes. These must be filled out and turned into the office
of Admissions and Records within the five-day period. stude
Any
nt
who
does not co
wil
i
4
i
jon.
This doesn't however, reserve any student a place in a class, or give him
a preference of even a guarantee that he will get the class requested. The
main reason for having the C.R.S. forms at all is to assist the administrators
in handling the class load so that the supply will mect the demand.
“This,” said Mr. John Fry, Registrar for the College, “is an important
first step toward computerized registration.” Mr. Fry also stated that the
student will be able to request a total of 17 units of seven courses,
whichever comes first.
When the student turns in his CRS, he will receive an 1BM card receipt
which will allow him to register at the appointed time. Mr. Fry especially
wished to impress upon the student body that the sample taken by these
forms must be a complete one or it will not work in solving registration
problems. All students must turn in a Course Request Sheet to implement
a better registration at HSC and to reserve the right to register on time.
The office of Academic Affairs will issue a report of which courses will
be increor
ased
deleted as a result of the survey. This report will be out in
time for students to plan for registration.

admissions in many
other state
colleges produced a last minute bulge
in Humboldt’s freshman admission
figures. However, even with this extra
influx of freshmen, Humboldt’s total
enrollment

figures

would

not

have

gone far beyond the budget had it
not been for other factors.
At registration nearly 300 more
returning graduate students and
continuing students appeared than
would have been expected based on
previous years’ records. This increase
in the number of graduate students
and continuing regular students can
probably

be

assigned

service pressures,
anticipated.
Friday

morning

and
of

to

selective

could

not

be

registration

it

became
apparent
that the extra
students would encounter difficulty
in finding a sufficient number of
courses

open

to

them.

Registration

was curtailed for several hours and
the number of decisions were made
in order to accommodate Humboldt’s
extra students.
First, some upper division classes
with less than cight persons enrolled,
were cancelled. Instructors released

from

these

courses

were

then

to large lower division class sections
in order to provide room for more
students.
Second, a few additional part-time
instructors were added to the staff,
once again in order to open large
general
education
sections
and
accommodate
lower
division
students
Third, many
courses admitted a
larger number of students than the
instructors would have prefered, in
order to accommodate those students
who were unable to fill out their
schedules.
Students themselves dealt with the

problem

by filling out their schedules

with
courses
that
were
neither
required of them, nor in an area of
any particular interest. Because the
Selective Service demands a full-time
load,
students
were
unwilling
to
allow themselves to fall below 12 to
14 units.
Despite the attempt of faculty to
meet
the
unusual
pressure
which
resulted trom the admission of more
students than provided for in the

budget, it is clear that some problems
have resulted
Some classes are overloaded inthe
sense that they contain a greater
number
of
students
than
the
instructor
felt
was
educationally
defensible. This is particularly critical
in
lab
courses
where
there
are
insufficient laboratory materials tor
the enrolled students.

The

added

sections

produced

a

demand for textbooks which could
not be met, and many students were
faced with several weeks of class
without texts. Instructors who were
transfered
to sections other
than
those they were originally scheduled

to teach were faced with the problem
of preparing for a course they had
not anticipated
teaching and for
which advanced preparation could
not be made.
Students who

enrolled

in

classes

simply to fill out schedules may face
the dulling affect of sitting in class
sessions which do not meci their
needs and are frustrating rather than
educationally cxciting and relevant

The dimension of the harm dore
may never be fully known, since
numbers fall far short of telling ihe
story of this fall's registration. It is
hoped that such a situation will now
occur again in the future.
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EDITORIAL

Proposition 3 calls for $250 million
in state bonds to construct state
college, university and urban school
facilities. Of this amount,
$100
million has been earmarked for the

Fri. — Sat. -- Sun,
Oct. 18-19-20
Sunday-Continuous from 2:00
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JULIE

GEORGE C. |

Peqelia
and

If
this
proposition
passes,
Humboldt State College stands to
$6 million
approximately
receive
dollars. This money would be used to
plan and construct such facilities as:
additions to the library and marine
science laboratory; expansion of the
physical education plant, provide
equipment for the biological science
and natural resources building; and
for
land
acquisition
and
site
development.
All of us realize, | am sure, that
Humboldt State has changed in the
past few years. However, one must
remember that during the recent
registration for the fall quarter many
inadequacys
in our school were
brought to the forefront. It goes
without saying that Humboldt needs
and must have more buildings for
classrooms,
more
housing,
and
increased recreational areas.
There are many people who do not
realize that it takes four years to
plan, construct, and complete a
building for classroom use. Let's face
it, Humboldt
needs its share of
Proposition 3 to stand a fighting
chance
of keeping up with the
expanding enrollment.
What will the cost be to the citizens
for Proposition 3? Yes, this is a very
legitimate question; and one that
every citizen, whether a student of
voting

ELIZABETH TAYLOR
MARLON BRANDO
IN THE JOHN HUSTON: RAY STARK PRODUCTION

a
wink sTe Foe carom snmeact
Regular admissions
Smoking in rear rows

Student Movie Fans Note:
Student Privilege Cards on
sale at the Arcata Theater -

age

or

not,

should

construction

is a matter

The second annual Keg Hunt will
be held on Friday afternoon of
Homecoming
weekend.
Teams
entering should put the name of the
team and its members on a piece of
paper, seal the paper in an envelope,
write “Keg Hunt” on
front of the
envelope, and turn it’in to Stan
Mottaz
in the Student Activities
Office.
Entries close October
21st; so
prospective teams are urged to get
their applications in soon. Teams will
be limited to four members. Ten
envelopes will be drawn to determine
which teams will compete. Teams
chosen will each follow a set of clues
which eventually lead to a hidden
keg. The first team to find the keg
will win a money order redeemable at
one of several local merchants. Fun
and good times are promised to all
who
participate
(especially
the
winners).
It should be mentioned that all
participating should know the length
of stride of at least one of the
members,
and
bring a magnetic
compass.
When
choosing
its
members, teams should keep in mind
that the last quarter mile of the Hunt
will
not
be
‘‘negotiable”
by
automobile.

Mom and Dad Day
Reminder! Mom’s and Dad's Day is
rapidly approaching. November 9 is
the day when you can show your
parents
a good
time
at
HSC.
Activities, such as tours of the
campus, a play-day at a park, a talent
show, and, of course, the traditional
banquet and football game have been
scheduled this year. The entire day
promises to be interesting, and lots of
fun.
When you see a sign-up sheet on
campus,

sign

those

that

are

not

of

voting

age

should actively participate in its
support. Thirdly, all of us should let
our voices be heard in the non-college
community to show the voters that
we DO care.
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SLC Off byAnd
Running
CHAD ROBERTS
The Student Legislative Council,
Humboldt
State's
official
representative body, met for the first
time
last Thursday
night,
with
encouraging results. Committees (the
ever-present evil of government) were
formed to outline rules and structure
for Council, to be heard at this
week's meeting. A number of routine
actions were taken, including reports
from
the executive
branch
and
administration, authorization of gifts
to retiring faculty members, and an
adoption
of
interim
(summer)
government actions.

Of greater consequence were the
actions not taken by Council. At
HSC,
the
standard
operating
procedure is to introduce an item,
then table it for one or two weeks.
This allows investigation by the
concerned council members and time
to gather pertinent comments from
any partics who might be involved.
Last week, action was deferred on a
Proposed elections code and on a

Trustees Slash
Sabbatical Pay

of

What can the students of Humboldt
State College do about Proposition
3? First of all, everyone should find
out the complete details of the
proposition. Secondly, those that are
‘old enough to vote should do so,

your

parents’ names and their address.
They
will
receive
an_ invitation
explaining what Mom's and Dad's
Day is, and what events are planned.
If you haven't signed up by the end
of the week, invitations will be
available in the Activities Office; AD
213, so Help Yourself!

record and one of the primary causes
of
our
present
situation
of
overcrowded,
underdeveloped
colleges.

FLYNN’ S INN

577 — 7th St.

be

concerned about. It is estimated that
the average cost per person per year
during the 25-year life span of the
bonds will be about 50 cents. The
Governor and Legislature have given
approval
to the programs to be
funded by Proposition 3 — now all
that is needed is the passage of the
bond issue to provide the money for
them. The fact that pay-as-you-go tax
funding is insufficient to do the
double job of paying for present
construction
and _ underwriting
starting

Save On Admission

$1.00.

state college campuses, $100 million
for the university campuses and $50
for the rehabilitation of
million
urban, ghetto schools.

oxST
"o"a"e"e"0"e
'e'e"s"e"0"eo"

Less than a month from now,
the voters of California will be voting
for or against one of the most vital
propositions
concerning California
higher education in recent years.
Proposition
3, the State Higher
Education Bond Issue, to a large
degree will decide the fate of many
of California’s State Colleges, and in
no
small
way
will
effect
the
functioning of the University system.

Keg Hunt

By AMER. FED. OF TEACHERS
At a time when salary and working
conditions stand in desperate need of
improvement if the State Colleges are
to retain and recruit qualified faculty
members, the Trustees have acted to
reduce the pay of professors who
manager

to

get

a

sabbatical

leave.

This unprecedented action occurred
at the July meeting of the Board
under the prompting of Chancellor
Glenn S. Dumke.
The new pay policy calls for full
pay for a leave of one semester (no
change) or one-half pay for a leave of
two semesters (formerly two-thirds
pay). Those on quarter calendar
campuses fare even worse under the
new policy: full pay for a leave of
one quarter; three-fourths pay for a
leave of two quarters (formerly full
pay); one-half pay for a leave of three
quarters (formerly two-thirds pay).
The above provisions refer to Icaves
after six years of service; the former
option of taking leaves after two,
three, or four years of service was
erased by the Trustees’ action.
This
change
means
that
a
semester-system faculty member on
full
year sabbatical leave or a
quarter-system professor on cither a
full year or two quarters leave will
lose approximately $2,000. The loss
is

even

greater

if

the

faculty

member's
annual
salary is over
$12,000.
According to Chancellor Dumke,
this policy change was necessary
because of the reluctance of the
Legislature to appropriate cnough
money
to finance
the former
sabbatical
leave pay
provisions.
Instead of pressing the faculty's case
before the Legislature—a case amply
justified by practice in reputable
colleges and universities- Dumke and
the Trustees took the easy way out.
This is an example of the type of
leadership offered by those with the
official responsibility to lead the

State Colleges.
The new policy, with its reduced
pay benefits, when combined with
the
huge
backlog
(2,575)
of
sabbaticals carned but not granted
due to lack of funds, adds up to a
disgraceful sabbatical leave program.
One additional point must be made
in this dismal report. At the time the
quarter calendar system was imposed
upon the State Colleges, Dumke and
the Trustces promised
that the
conversion would not result in a loss
of faculty benefits. But under the
new sabbatical leave policy, a faculty
member
on
a quarter calendar
campus gets full pay for only one
quarter (12 weeks), whereas if his
campus was still on a semester basis,
he would get full pay for one
semester (18 weeks). In terms of
time, he loses six weeks of leave at
full pay. Converted into dollars,he
loses about
$2,000 because
he
teaches at a quarter system campus.
Thus, Chancellor Dumke and the
Trustees can be faulted on both a
lack of leadership and a lack of
credibility.
It is apparent to all who choose to
see that the State College faculty is
not going to gain a decent salary
schedule, a realistic teaching load, a
fair sabbatical leave program, or any
of the other conditions members of a
first-rate faculty deserve if we wait
for the Chancellor, the Trustees, the
Legislature, or Governor Reagan to
give it to us. These people fail to
understand the needs of the faculty
and students and/or they lack thue
courage
to
fight
for
needed
improvement.
The lesson is clear: if we truly want
a superior State College system, we
will have to win it through our own
efforts. Organized effort, intelligence,

and persistence
the job.

are necessary

to do

review of past Council decisions.
The
latter case brings up an
interesting point in the analysis of
SLC. Legislation enacted by Council
stands only a chance of still being
effective in six months, because the
official transactions are kept in the
minutes, which have the aggravating
habit of disappearing. As a result,
rules adopted as official policy may
or may not be enforced.
Whether most students realize it or

not,

activities

on

our

campus

are

influenced by Council actions. It is
time for the students represented by
the Council to require more order
and efficiency from it.

Letiers To
The Editor
October 10, 1968
Editor of Lumberjack;
With
reference
to
the
Mock
Election proposed by the Young
Republicans.
Here we — HSC students — have an
opportunity to take a stand on what
the
voters
will
decide
on
on
November Sth.
The results of this election will
either act as a vote of confidence
that is if our results agree with the
National outcome — of serve as our
notice to the establishment that we
do not “quite agree.” This is why it is
of
the
utmost
importance
that
everyone vote in the forthcoming
mock election.
With the defeat of Sen. McCarthy
and Governor Rockefeller, by the
Democratic
Party
Machine
and
political expediency respectively; we
find

many

of

our

generation

withdrawing from active politics and
putting on the armor of anarchism or
becoming
tools
organizations.

of

Left

Wing

When your car runs out of gas you
don’t sell it. You just refuel it — need
I say more!
If you feel you are a Republican
in one way or another — or if you are
not sure of your party affiliation
come to the next mecting of the
Young
Republicans.
They
meet
EVERY Wednesday at 7:30 p.m. in
the West Conf. Room of the CAC.
Also vote for your choice in the
Mock
Election.
Help
show
the
Establishment that the new youth of
America want the political Party
returned to the people.
James Noel

ARCATA
EXCHANGE
BE WISE
for you BEST BUYS

Sporting Goods
New & Used Furniture
PHONE VA 2-3004
1101 H St.
ARCATA

ProspectiveTeachers

Urged To Attend
Registration Meet
By DAVE BENNETT
All

credentialed

teaching

positions

candidates
in

the

Spring

for
or

Fall,
1969,
should
register
for
placement
assistance
at
an
orientation meeting to be conducted
* by the Educational Placement Office
in
the
Wildlife
Auditorium
on
October 21 at 4 p.m.
Information on openings in the
teaching field, on-campus interviews,
professional procedures, letters of
application, and supply and demand
at the clementary, secondary, and
junior college levels will be presented.

Candidates

will

be

kinds of assistance

Richard Dart as Dylan Thomas and Judith Shogren as Caitlin in a scene from
the play “Dylan”, based on the life of the carefree, devil-take-the-hindmost
Welsh poet, Dylan Thomas.

“Dylan” Offered
By Sequoia Masque

poct’s

his

life.

Dylan

time

in

During

Thomas
the

United

these

spent most

two

of

States in two

the Educational Placement Office.
Registration
for
educational
placement will be accomplished. A
question-and-answer period will be
provided.
Thursday, October 24, at 7:30 p.m.
for those
unable
to attend the

By SIDNEY 'AICHAELS

the

of the
through

A duplicate meeting will be held on

Friday, October 18, Sequoia Masque of Humboldt State College's Theater
Arts Department opens the theatrical season with its first production of the
year, DYLAN by Sidney Michaels. The play stars Mr. Richard Dart as the
volatile and spendthrift Welsh poet, Sylan Thomas; and it will run for two
successive weekends with the curtain rising at 8:30 on October 18, 19, 25 and
26.
Directed by Mrs. Nonnita Mann,
separate attempts to gain a financial
herself a native of Wales, the play
profit from his poctic genius. Though
concentrates on the last two years of
his reading concerts were popular,
years,

informed
available
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SLC Initial Meeting
The main topic of concern at last
week’s §.L.C. meeting was the future
course
of registration. At the
meeting, Dr. Buck explained ‘the
need to match the schedule of classes
to meet the needs and demands of
the students.” He continued to say
that the time to plan for these
changes is now,
registration.

not in the middle

of

Mr. John Fry then spoke on the
Administration's
plan for these
improvements. He stated that this
week free listings of next quarter's
classes will be distributed along with
a form to be completed by each
student. These will be available at
various
LUMBERJACK
boxes,
division
offices
and
the
Administration
Building. On _ this
form the student will list the courses
Monday meeting. All students who
will
complete
clear
or
partial
credentials

are

urged

to register

this

week, even if they do not intend to
enter

the

teaching

profession

next

year.

herintends to take next quarter. The
form is to contain no more than 17
units or seven courses, whichever
comes first. This form will enable the
Administration to predict to a greater
degree

the

class

demands

of

the

students. Students who fail to fill out
this necessary form will have to
register last next quarter. Mr. Fry
said that this is regretable but very
necessary if everyone wants to get
their required classes. Co-operation
will be appreciated by both students
and administration alike.
of the other points of
Some
interest were: Alumni Student Body
Cards have been made available to
anyone attending HSC for two years.
S.L.C, accepted Mr. Norm Simpson
to replace Mr.
as Rep.-at-large
Uplinger; S.L.C. passed to have
College of the Redwoods and H.S.C.
Student Body Cards interchangeable
events; S.L.C. meetings
Thursday at 6:30 p.m.,

at student
will be on

parties

with interested
attend.

to

welcome

Hying lessons.

Dylan's love of life, laughter, wine,
and women more than exhausted his

profits. Behind the great poct was an
explosive
Irish wife, Caitlin. The
director Nonnita Mann says, “Caitlin
was 4 supreme
woman
bloody dynamite.”

who

was

The flavor and action of the play
DYLAN is one of balanced simplicity
and detail. To compliment a cast of
more
than
thirty
students and
faculty members is a set designed by
Mr.
William
Smith.
The
setting

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|

consists of twelve movable set pieces
which

are

scene

involved

in

changes.

twenty-three

Make-up)

and

costumes, designed by Mrs. Ethelyn
Pauley, are of the fifties period when
hemlines
were low
and lips were
brightly colored. A lighting design by
Senior James Spalding completes the

y

production
aim of exploring the
mind, moods and nature of Dylan
Thomas
Richard Dart, the actor playing
Dylan,

The

is a graduate

selection

of

in Theater

the

play

.

arts.

DYLAN

|

and its main character, is a thesis
assignment being done by Mr. Dart in

only $795)
(84.95 vatee)
*Send any black & white or color
photo (no negatives) and the name
“Swingline
"cut out from any Swingline
package (or reasonable facsimile) to:

POSTER-MART, P.O. Box 165,
Woodside, N.Y. 11377. Enclose $1.95
cash,

check,

or

money

order

(no

C.0.D.’s). Add sales tax where applicable.
Poster rolled «nd mailed (postpaid) in sturdy tube. Original matetial returned undamaged. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Geta

wingline
ot Stapler

98°
(including 1000 staples)
Larger size CUB Desk

Stapler only $2.69

Unconditionally guaranteed
At any stationery, variety, ot book store,

—Swinghne we.
LONG

ISLAND

CITY,

NY.

11101

conjunction
Department.

with the Theater Arts
Those who know Mr.

Dart’s skill as an actor will recognize

that he can and does “recreate” the
formidable and impressive poct.
Miss

Judith

Dylan’s
graduate
Caitlin

Shogren

who

plays

wife
Caitlin,
is also a
student. The character of
is just as volatile and loving as

That's right. You, too, can be a pilot.
Join the United States Air Force and qualify for
pilot training.

Well, what else? A pilot is the officer in charge

that of her Dylan. Caitlin’s love and

of a million

frustration
combined
in

cated

a

become
intricately
character of great

depth and excitement. Miss Shogren,
who is working towards a Masters
Degree in Costume Design, feels that

Caiilin is one of the most challenging
leading roles in today’s theater.
Tickets are on sale at the Sequoia
Theater, H.S.C. Box Office from 10
to 12 and 1 to 4 Monday through
Kriday. Reservations can be made by
phoning 826-3559.

Phillips
Camera
Shop
THE BEST IN
Photograplic Supplies

Become a leader with executive

responsibility.
do

supersonic

ars worth of high flying, sophistiequipment,

isn’t he?

Yes, and you'll wear a snappy blue officer's uniform, enjoy officer's pay and privileges. You'll

probably travel to exotic foreign lands, and have
a secure future in the biggest scientific
research organization. World's biggest.

and

You'll be where all the exciting Space Age breakthroughs are. Where it’s happening.

Now.

Today.

Right now. This minute. The Air Force is the “now”
place to be.

If you yearn to fly and don’t try the Aerospace
Team, you'll miss your big chance.
let that be alesson!
UNITED STATES AIR FORCE
Box A, Dept. SCP-810
Randolph Air Force Base, Texas 78148
NAME

Ace
(PLEASE PRINT)

COLLEGE
GRADUATION

CLASS
DATE

DEGREE

ADDRESS

823 HST.

822-3155

city

STATE

71P

a

|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
i
|
!
|
|
!
|
|
|
|
|
|
!
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
|
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aS
“Smokie”

Senior
E. Nelson
Dean, better
known as “Smokie”, is 2 former
resident advisor at Redwood Hall

andactive in dorm government. He is
a forestry
Club.

major and in the Forestry

will

embark

on

The

The

groups meet as one every other

Friday in Music 131 at 2:00 P.M. The
purpose

of the clubs

is to foster and

listen to performances of good music.
kach meeting inciudes live music. In
addition to the opera trip, activities
include
sponsorship
of
on-campus
recitals,
music
films,
group
performances
and
club
parties

Membership

is

open

to

the

entire

student body.
As of
this
members lack
next Saturday.
to share a ride
the M.E.N.C.
music building.

writing,
some
cight
rides to San Francisco
Anyone who wishes
should leave a note on
bulletin board in the

Barnes

Dru

‘On the Plaza’

Traditions and customs
main topics discussed at

were the
the first

necessary

to

meeting

that

much

will)

The

panelled

vold

overseen

by

trom

a taculty

Page

vells,

of those

Carl Shaff

One girl was elected as rep-at-large,
Bonnie Sullivan. She is a member of
Delta Zeta Sorority and a junior
business education major.

three

have

men

a

slight

will

be

A-line

overskirt.

This

auy

fy

of cheerleading school and who is
one of the major contributors of the

squad's

new yells and routines. Dave

Tranberg is one of the most spirited
of the team, adding a great deal of
enthusiasm which more than makes

up

for

his

lack

of

“previous

experience.

Kate Hamilton, the second girl on
the squad adds her charm and life to
that of the others helping the spirit
of

the

group

Roberts,
non-junior

even

more

while

history major
HSC student
was chairman
Hall Council
Governor of

experience in choreography
to the
talent and skill of Lucy to form some
of the best and most original skits
and chants ever seen at Humboldt
State College.

Faculty Art
Exhibition
Examples of the recent work of the
art faculty at Humboldt State College
may be viewed in the Annual Faculty
Art Exhibition now open to the
public during working
Art Building Gallery.

The

chairman

competition floats from almost every
club

and

organization

on

campus

Ihe
deadline
for
a
club.
or
organization to turn in float designs
is briday, October 15 at 5:00 p.m.

the

the

art

from 8 a.m. until 5 p.m.
Buki assumed
the department

the chairmanship
this fall, coming

of
to

the HSC faculty trom the School of
Art and Drama at Little Rock, Ark.
He succeeds Max Butler, who remains
The

Parade Set

of

in

department, Zoltan Buki, stated that
the exhibition will remain open to
the public weekdays until October 27

a member

This vear’s Humboldt State College
Homecoming Parade will be held on
Saturday, October 26 at 10:30 a.m.
This
annual
event
will
include

hours

of the faculty.

show

contains

a

varicty

of

objects, including a shaped canvas,
several mixed media pieces, a plastic
laminated construction, a serigraph,

photos,

pottery,

and a sculpture.
Buki announced

several

drawings,

that

next

exhibition
will)
November
3 and

be
will

the

art

opened
on
be entitled

“Elements of Design:
Texture.” It
will feature the projects of Art 170
students

THE VOICE OF

GLENN
YARBROUGH
MEETS THE POETRY OF
SONGS ABOUT

“EACH OF US ALONE”

member

members

Jay

sophomore
and only
on the squad adds his

NEW

1)

Carl Shaff is a junior
with a background in
government action. He
of the Inter-Residence
in 1967 and Dorm

Redwood Hall 1967-68.

Cl R Ac OCC nm

be

AVAILABLE

NOW ON

WARNER BROS -7 ARTS
RECORDS ~ WS 1736

forwarded to the local newspaper tor
benefit

will

supplying entertainment as well

Results of the election will be made
available
to the
students
via the
Lumberjack
and will appear in the
issue one week prior to the national
elections.
Results
will
also
be
the

this

as spintin backing your team
The cheerleader squad ts, this vear,
composed of Don Crotty, returning
cheerleader
from
last)
year,
Lucy
Benson, who has attended three years

ELECTION

(Continued

for

will be the official uniform tor the
football season but will be changed
from levis to white shorts for the
men
and
oxtords
to white tennis
shoes for the entire squad.
The group has practiced a great
many
hours to develop routines tor
their
repertoire of cheers, many ot
original,
owing
to the
which
are
Lucy
Benson
and
Jay
talents
of
Roberts
There
will)
be
some
one-word
audience = participation

needed
in. selling class cards aside
from building a float and running a
queen
candidate.
Committecs were
formed to handle these matters and
the agenda for the next meeting was
begun. The main topic of discussion
will be class activities

MOCK

squad

wearing White
Levis, white socks,
black
and
white
saddle
oxtords,
vellow
shirts, and
white cardigan
cheerleader sweaters. The two young
women will wear similar shoes and
socks, vellow blouses with pull-over
sweaters and green shorts under a

sponsor

help

uniforms

difference.

activities.
The
class
card
would
entitle the holder to a cut rate to all
class functions. The proposal passed
by a handsome margin
Class President Jim Powers opened
the meeting and proceeded in leading
a
discussion
on
the
values
and
disadvantages of Erosh Class active
involvemnt in Homecoming.
After a
lengthy
discussion,
the
members
present
voted
unanimously
to
continue
the
traditional policy
of
selling mums,
and
to follow
the
preceeding classes in building a tloat
and running a Homecoming Queen
Candidate
It was emphasized at the end of the

You will find all of
your cosemetic needs
Revelon
DuBarry
Arden
Max Factor
and Others

the

Class of °72 meeting.
Among
the
items on the agenda were class cards,
an annual mum sale, the class float,
and the selection of a Homecoming
Oucen candidate.
During the recent class clections, a
vote
was
taken
to
determine
if
members were willing to have class
cards as a means of raising the initial

capital

cheerleading

year will look slightly different than
the squads of past years. Other than
the obvious difference in personnel,

their

evening.

* tie

-

Spiritmakers For Our Teams

Members of Mu Epsilon Psi and
M.E.N.C. (Music Educators National

third annual trip to see the San
Francisco
Opera
production
of
Madam
Butterfly
this Saturday

J,

Bonnie Sullivan

Delta Sigma
Phi treasurer Phil
Backlund
is a junior business
administration major. Phil was the
CUPB
vice-chairman for publicity
and personnel.

OperaCaravan Class Of 72
Planning For
Activities

Conference)

?

Phil Backlund

Gary
Crooks
comes
from
Vancouver, British Columbia and is
active in sports and student activities.
He is a member of Tau Kappa
Epsilon Franternity, and has served
as
pledge
training.

ELECTED

ARE

’

Gary Crooks

Nelson Dean

THE LUMBERJACK

of the

Humboldt community.
Sponsorship of the mock clection is

—

ick—Mascara—
‘olish—Eye Shadow,Etc.

by

the

newly

dynamic
with the

re-organized

Young
thought

and

Republican club,
of permitting the
College

1 sometimes sing with a folk flavor, but 1 will sing any song as long as it means something to me musically and especially

lyrically. | guess you could say I sing somewhere between folk and folk rock. However, sometimes | sing pop, too. Most
of all, 1 just consider myself an entertainer.”

People

of

Humboldt

are

needed

to

State
man

polling

Stations and count ballots, and the
YR*s
encourage
any other club
interested

in

assisting

them

in

this

endeavor to contact Paul Harrison,
president, or leave a message in the
YR box at the CAC. The YR’s are
meeting

Arcata

very grateful to folk music in many ways. It has made people more musically aware and has made people

to express their political preferences.

students

BARNES DRUG

“I am

listen more carefully to the lyrics of songs. But | don’t want to be categorized as a ‘folk singer’ because | simply am not.

weekly

on Wednesday

nights

in the west conference room of the
CAC,
until
after
the national
elections. All students interested in
* helping in the mock election and
other worthwhile projects during the
coming

year, are invited

to become

part of the HSC Young Republicans.

a

“My career seems to be going in several directions presently. In addition to recording for Warner Bros. and doing

concert tours, | have recorded theme songs for a movie as well as for television series. Of course, there's always
commercials, which are rather lucrative. However, as far as the business of real future career endeavors, | am thinking
seriously of trying acting. Presently in the planning stage is a p
series which would be sort of a
travelougue ..... but handled a little differently. It would be shot on the ‘Tiki’ and filmed more or less spontaneously.
1 plan to do a special on the ‘Tiki’ as well. Acting-wise I'm willing to try anything. It's a new field for me and that

naturally makes it challenging!"
“I just completed an album called ‘For Emily, Whenever | May Find Her’ and there were two guys who were hired

as guitarists . .. Brian Davies and Clark Maffitt. | think they are pretty good representatives of today's youth and by
the time the album was completed they had not only played guitar but they had arranged the entire album, designed
the jacket of the album, had taken the photograph for the front of the album cover and were most instrumental in the
inspiration for a little piece | wrote on the back of the album in which I said that with the world so close to destruction
today, salvation seems to be emerging in the young. Yes, | think the youth of today and the songs that they sing are

just fine.”

&

+

LUMBERJACK
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=

Mary Ann McRae, Forestry Club

Wednesday, Octo
16, 1968-—
bePage
r 5
Lucy Benson, Inter Residence
Hall Council

Chris Edner, Letterman’s Club

This

year’s

Homecoming

Queen

will be selected from a field of 11,
sponsored
by
the
various
organizations on campus. She will be
crowned by last year’s Queen, Sheryl
Carlson
Pasquini, at the Friday
afternoon

talent show,

and

will reign

over all succeeding Homecoming
activities.
Selection of the Queen, plus first
and second runners-up, will be by
popular
vote, as in past years.

Se

Balloting

will

be held on Wednesday

HOMECOMING
and

Thursday,

October

23

4 Morgan, Conservation
Unlimited

age

Linda Hansen, Delta Sigma Phi

Marsha Cootz, Inter Residence
Hall Council

Candie Fowler, Tau Kappa
Ipsilon

also

appear

on

TV

at

some

“
{

.

ke

Nan Wittick, Sigma Pi

2.

Kathy Avilla, Business Club

Karen Simmons, Inter
Residence Hall Council

LAYOUT BY DAVE NAYLOR
i

Lorreen Robinson, Intercollegiate

Knights

24,

time

during the week
The Homecoming
Committee urges
active
participation
of
the entire
Student Body in selecting this vear's
Homecoming Queen

ee

!

and

between 10:00 A.M. and 2:00 P.M.,,
with poll locations scheduled for the
CAC
and
cateteria.
Sponsoring
organizations
should)
be reminded
that their candidate's name will not
be placed on the ballot if the $5.00
entrance fee has not been paid by
voting time.
Results of the election
will
remain
secret,
until
the
Coronation during the talent show on
Vriday
During Homecoming week, Queen
hopetuls may
be identified by the
vellow
“candidate”
ribbons
which
they will wear. In addition to cach
organization’s
campaign
for
its
respective
candidate,
the girls wil!
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Self-HelpCenter SpaghettiFeed

First HSC Sorority
Begins New Year

Needs Help

by By CANDEE FETCH
Zeta lota Chapter of the Delta Zeta Sorority
to be

founded

on

the

Humboldt

was

the first woman

State

College

campus.

Since 1959 many women have made Delta Zeta their home while at school
and have gone on to become active alumnae. At present the chapter has 25
initiated and pledging members. The girls make their home at 1090 C Street, a
nice size two story house which will hold ten girls comfortably. This year, as
in years past, the members are active participants on campus with Dad and
Mom's Day Committee, forensic squad, Greek Week Committee, Frosh Camp,
Dorm Resident Advisor, Spurs, Business Club, and Boot and Blister.
Scholarship is important to the members of Zeta lota and they hold the
highest

GPA

for Greeks

on campus.

For

the second

year in a row

they

hold

title to the. Scholarship Award for the five Delta Zeta Chapters in their
Province. Leaving scholarship behind, the Delta Zetas enjoy an active social
calendar. Their Rose Formal is usually held in January. On this occasion the
Delta Zeta Dream Man for the coming year is announced. The Dream Man is
selected by secret ballot by the members of the sorority. The Dream Man
presently is Larry Henderson, a member of Tau Kappa Epsilon fraternity. The
Anniversary Banquet, a semi-formal affair held in May, promises to be a big
event this year since it is the chapter's tenth anniversary. Other social events
include theme parties, exchanges with social fraternities, and just girl
get-togethers.

The Delta Zeta National Philanthropic project supports Gallaudet College,
a school for the deaf. During the year the local chapter holds a Navajo Indian
Baby Shower, sends Valentines and Easter decorations to the Children’s
Hospital, and gives a food box to a needy family at Christmas.
Delta Zeta was founded at Miami University, Oxford, Ohio in 1902, by six
young women. Miami University had just opened to women and the small
number of first coeds were frequently brought together. The primary impulse
toward
the fixing of natural friendships into the set form of a secret
organization came about in a casual and casy manner. The Sorority was
admitted to the National Panhellenic in 1910, and has grown to over 170
chapters.
Delta Zeta’s colors are rose and green, their flower the Killarney Kose, and

Lamp, won a National Award

their jewel the diamond. Their pin, the Roman
for its beauty.
National Convention

is held every

two

years.

This past year it was held in

St. Louis, Mo. and was attended by the H.S.C. Delta Zeta President Marilyn
Pica and an alumna Lyn Billings.
Monday nights are reserved for meetings, but all is not work. Once a
month the Standards Program brings in a guest from the community to inform
the girls on some particular area. Thes programs include such things as how to
arrange flowers to how
to become an active political member
in your
community. At the other mectings the girls themselves give short capsules on

different aspects of etiquette and helpful school hints.
Chapter officers for the year are: Marilyn Pica, president, Gloria Wilmot,
first vice-president pledge trainer; Nancy Vocpal, second vice president-rush
treasurer, Carol
college chapter

chairman, Mary Lea Evans, recording secretary; Carol Foster,
Franklin, Panhellenic representative; and Mrs. Jay Harttord,
director.

Delta Zeta’s last formal

rush period

was observed

by

Mrs.

Swartz, CCD

from Chico. Mrs. Swartz, used to a large college, was first amazed
with the informal approach taken at Humboldt.

Air Force

The United States Air torce will
administer its Officer Qualification
Test at Humboldt
State College,
Admin.
Room
128, October
19,
starting at 8 a.m. This test is required
to

application

for

an

The
highest
British
thanks
western

officer

position with the Air torce. It
requires approximately 6% hours for
men, and 2% hours for women to
complete the test.
This year the Air borce is giving
wide

open

to

those

soon

be

for wives.

The

planning

and

preparing the lunches, but nothing
can get under way until the kitchen is

stocked with utensils, plates, silver,
etc. There are no funds for this.
Any

contribution

of

utensils (anything), Shell glasses (the
ones you get free with gas), Blue
Chip

or

green

stamps

but may

United

made

his

Kingdom.

to

place

proposed
are

a

made

degree
for

two

years in the first instance,
be extended

for a third vear

The value of a Marshall scholarship
is about $4,500 (including fares to
and from Britain, tuition
allowance,
and
a living

cach

month)

circumstances
also payable.
The

intellect

and

fees, book
allowance

In

certain

a marriage allowance is

Selection

scholarships

Watchmaker

looks

Committee

for

the

for distinction

character

¢€

of

as evidenced

stainless

steel ware and dishes) would be
appreciated.
Contact Cathy or Marty, 1318 H
St., Arcata (822-1183).

Door

prizes

will

be

given

away

at

the dinner, having been donated by
Montgomery
Wards
and QO. H.'s
Townhouse in Eureka.
It is hoped
that all students,
faculty, and friends will plan on
attending

this

portion

of

the

Homecoming events.

Position To
Be Filled

on

the

front

page

of every

paper (except those with a banner
headline as is the case this week).
The contest will be open until
October 31, 1968 and the winner,
selected by the Lumberjack staff, will
receive one free dinner at Bim’s and
one year’s Lumberjack sent to his or
her
parents
anywhere
in
the
continental United States.
The masthead will measure three
columns wide by two inches deep but
may be made larger for clarity and
judging purposes.

Summer Jobs
On October 21, a grdup mecting
will be held for all physics and math
majors
interested
in summer
employment with the Navy. Those
applying must have reached
the
Junior, Senior, or Graduate grade
level. The employment will mainly be
in the Southern California area.
Anyone interested in this meeting
should contact Miss Susan Spratt in
Nelson Hall, West.

The
Associated
Student
Body
President
has announced
a_ high
ranking
position
open
in student
government.
The
position
of
Publicity Commissioner is currently

open. This position is the chairman
of the Publicity Board, whose duty is
to

administer

and

publicity
code.
member of the

enforce

the

This person is a
President's cabinet,

and is one of the primary cxecutive
advisors.
The
Commissioner
also
works
closely
with
the
College
Program
Board,
in
matters
concerning
publicity
covering — the
campus
activities.
Anyone
with a
background
of
interest:
inthis

position
Hartman

CAC,

should
of

as

briday Oct.

Rich

soon

contact
Winnie

as

Harold
in

possible

Rm

4,

before

18, 1968.

life

Completed applications for awards
to be taken up in 1969 should be in
the hands of the Pacific Regional
Committee
by October
22,
1968
Short-listed
candidates
will
be
interviewed during December
1968.

Candidates may apply in one region
only.
They may apply cither in the
region in which they live or work or
in anv region in which they have
received at least two vears of college
training.

To apply, first consult the campus
Scholarship Adviser, then apply for
Application
torms
and Rules to

Marshall

Scholarship _ Regional

‘ommittec,
crcnctal
160

— Jeweler

Keepsake

British
Sansome

Consulate
Stree

Jeadline for applications is October
22. 1968.

Ff

CHECK THE
CLASSIFIEDS

6

(for

academic ability with the capacity to
play an active part in U. K. university

Awards

tor

of the 46

GENE SOULIGNY

848
O Arcata

kitchen

a

the

is

with

academic

Interested seniors sign up at the
Placement Center, Room 131-Nelson
Hall, West.

Ss

classes

will

at the university of his first
where
this
choice
is in

in

program.

Force has opened many new job,
travel, and educational opportunities
to women college graduates.” He
hopes manyyoung women will take
this test and take advantage of the
opportunities available to them as
executives with the Air Force.

weooi!

planning

women

both by scholastic attainment and by
other
activities and
achievements.
Preference
is
given
to
those
candidates
who
combine — high

effort

keeping

in the Air

apply

universitics
scholar
choice,

for women

may

tenable at any

Sergeant
Bob Rodda, local Air
Force
Representative
said,
“opportunities for young women as
officers in the Air Force have never
been better. An expansion program
on

meal

appears

E

Candidates

kvery

going

little bit of

contest is now on for the 1969-71 “Marshall Scholarships”, the
award it is possible for U. S. students of either sex to win to any
university. British Government offers 24 scholarships annually as
for Marshall aid. Four are specially reserved for students from the
statesof the United States.

“Marshall”

interested in applying.

now

they need a

Awards are open to students of either sex, but restricted to U. S. citizens
under 26 years of age on October 1, 1969. Applicants must be graduates of
accredited colleges of universities in the U. S. in exceptional cases,
applications can be received from students up to the age of 28.

added emphasis to women and flying
programs,
both
of
which
are

currently

but

your help.
Funds are available (37 cents per
man) to provide a hot lunch at the
center, and plans are under way to
start nutrition, consumer buying, and

“Marshall” Scholarshi
Applications Now Due

Officer Test

prior

then pleased

program,

The Lumberjack is looking for a
new MASTHEAD. It is to take the
place of the present three-column
LUMBERJACK
emblem
which

TTT

organization

Educationally
and _ medically
handicapped Humboldt County men
are voluntarily participating in a new
training program. They spend 5 days
a week at the Humboldt Self-Help
Center in Eureka attending basic
education
classes
and
training
activities.
The
trainees are
very
enthusiastic,
self-help
is
their

The second annual Homecoming*
spaghetti feed will be held on Friday,
October 25, from 4-7 p.m. sponsored
by the Student Wives Club, in the
CAC. It will be an “all you can eat”
affair.
Tickets may be purchased at the
HSC Student Bookstore or from any
member of the Club. Adult tickets
are $1.25, under 13, 75 cents, and
under 6, free. Proceeds from = the
Spaghetti
Feed
will
provide
scholarships for the coming year.
This year four scholarships were
awarded
to Charles Pyle, Fred
Jamison, Charles Davison and Paul
Finn.
In
keeping
with
this year's
Homecoming, the Campus Activities
Center will be transported back to
“2001 B.C.” with decorations and
entertainment
alluding
to the
mysterious time of the prehistoric
era.

Contest!

On the plaza

anne neg

The
Greek

By DRU QUESNED

Playtex-invents the first-day tampon’
(We took the inside out
to show you how different it is.)
Outside: it’s softer and silky (not cardboardy).
Inside: it’s so extra absorbent...it even protects on
your first day. Your worst day!
In every lab test against the old cardboardy kind...
the Playtex tampon was always more absorbent.
Actually 45°7, more absorbent on the average
than the leading regular tampon.

Because it’s different. Actually adjusts to you.
It flowers out. Fluffs out. Designed to protect every
inside inch of you. So the chance of a mishap
is almost zero!

Try it fast.
Why live in the past?

Up ro x
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SPORT

Water Polo Team Wins 2-And Loses Two At SOC
By MIKE STOCKSTILL
Humboldt
State’s water polo
squad
broke
even during their
weekend
tournament at Southern
Oregon College. On Friday the Jacks
beat So. Oregon 17-2, then lost to
U. C. Davis
3-2. Humboldt defeated
Pacific Lutheran College 20-4, but
lost
to
Davis
again, 3-2, on
Saturday.
Humboldt
easily handled So.
Oregon in the first game of the
tournament, rolling up 17 points.
Eric Oyster led scoring with three
goals. Marshall Kane, Mike Morey,
George Sirovy and Dale Ledyard cach
had two.
In the second game Humboldt was
matched
against powerful
U. C.
Davis. The Jack’s have never beaten
Davis in water polo, and again the
jinx held. Davis was victorious, 3—2.
Marshall Kane and Mike Haber scored
Humboldt’s two goals.
On Saturday the Jacks began play
by defeating Pacific Lutheran College
20 to 4. Coach Jim Malone played his
second stringers throughout most of
the game. This allowed the second
team to get valuable game situation
experience

rested.

Dale

while

the

Ledyard

starting

and

crew

Marshall

Kane led scoring with five goals
apiece. Leroy Childs and George
Sirovy each scored three goals, while
Norm Chapman got two scores.
For the second game the Jacks
were again matched against U. C.
Davis and again they were beaten,
32. Said Coach Jim Malone, “We
have never beaten Davis in any
aquatic event. When the boys go
against Davis they want to beat them
so
bad
that
they
become
overanxious. They will just have to
learn to relax.”
Marshall
Kane
Humboldt goals on
of the Davis scoring
man, Kent Calfee.
six points in the two

scored
both
penalty shots. All
was done by one
Calfee collected
games.

Malone said that Davis had a tough
team, but he rated Chico State as the
number one team in the Far Western
Conference.
After some extended scrimmaging
this week the Jacks will travel to Cal
Berkeley Thursday for a game that
evening against the Bears. On Friday
and Saturday Humboldt will play
against the University of the Pacific
and Cal State at Hayward.

Stadeat Charge Acceuats

Skippers do it!

She

ad

Humboldt

QB, Dave Banducci (11), takes off on an end sweep with linemen Steve Mangini (63), Denis Taera (65),

and David Carr (61) leading the interference. Central Washington tackle, Doug Adkins (86), futilely attemptsto
catch the ‘Jack ball carrier.

HSC Travels to UC Davis

game

to

Hayward

by

a

score

of

30.14. Their offense is not their
strong point as they have been
plagued by injuries throughout the
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Sports
week
Free
thirty
when

Ken

Reed

and Greg Handicy took third place
honors by sinking 58 out of 75.

For men who want to be where the
action is. Very intrepid. Very mas-

culine. ALL-PURPOSE LOTION.
$2.50, $4.00, $6.50. From the complete array of ENGLISH LEATHER
men's toiletries.
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will give 2 free movie passes to
the lucky student whose ASB
card number appears in one of the
Lumberjack
advertisements.
These free passes will appeer

completed.
All participants must
obtain a health clearance from the
healtcenter and give it to the
Athictics Secretary at the Division of
Health and Physical Education in the
Men's Gym. Entry blanks, eligibility
rules
and
information
can be
obtained at the Intramural Bulletin
Board in the main hallway of the
peed $s Gym.

DUE

1-4

CAR

and are good

as

Classified’’

Fri. Call 826-3271

REDWOOD
THEATERS

week

have

accept ads between the hours

Your

Redwood Theater. This
card number
is 1322.

9, ‘68, The

will

regular feature, a Classified
Advertising Section.
‘The

per

LOOK

every

Other events that will fill out the
fall quarter include: Handball, Golf,
Tennis, A Two Mile Foot Race,
Swimming, and Six Man Volleyball.
Volleyvall action will begin on
Thursday, October 17, at 7:00 in the
evening. Games
will be held on
successive Tuesday
and Thursday

for

——826—3271-——

carry. All of the statistics do not
include
last Saturday's contests.
HSC’s Jim Costello is the leading
passer in the FWC, and second in
total offense. If the Jacks keep their
heads, and don't let these lop-sided
scores go to their heads, then | pick
them by 14 points over the Aggies.

Intramurals

the

English Leather

gained

conference

came out on top. Ken captured first
place with an outstanding record of
65 baskets out of 75 throws. Jim
Nuss placed second with 63 out of 75

Q— 8:30 everyday

statistics released, Davis has yielded
only 208 total yards per game.
Humboldt has been very impressive
on the offensive side of the ledger;
with
John
Burman
leading the
conference in scoring with 30 points,
and rushing with 340 net yards

defensive side of the Davis line is a
completely different story however.

The
Men's
Intramural
Program got under way last
with the completion of the
Throw contest. There were
participants in the contest and

U.S. Pest Office
Open

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING

By KEN LYBECK
Humboldt
State's high flying
Lumberjacks
journey
to the
University of California at Davis this
Saturday
for their second
Far
Western
Conference
encounter.
Humboldt is presently in a tie for
first place with a 1-0 record along
with either San Francisco State or
Cal State Hayward, depending upon
the outcome of last Saturday's game
between those two teams.
Davis lost their first conference

Arcata

(707 )822-5202

hl,
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Humboldt State Topples

-

_ Central Washington
Humboldt
State’s
Lumberjacks
won their third straight game by
crushing
previously
undefeated
Central
Washington
50-0
in
Redwood Bowl last Saturday night.
The Wildcats, ninth ranked in the
National
Association
of
Intercollegiate Athletics, were held to
just 33 yards rushing in 40 attempts
and 159 yards total offense by the
stingy
Jack
defense.
The
Jack’s
offense
gained
a total
of 394
vards—356 on the ground—in the
game.

Humboldt

LN,

re

safetyman, Jeff Getty (45), starts a 13 yard runback to the Central

Washington 20 yd. line after intercepting

a CWC pass. This was one of four

interceptions made by Getty.
Mo ehePaheteMateMatetetetetetete®
ote eta e*e% eee tee ee a ea ere

Stanford

Gary Tuttle, running one of the
finest
competitive
races of his
brilliant career at HSC,
led the
Lumberjack cross country team to
second place in the college division of
the Sacramento Invitational Cross
Country meet last Saturday.
Tuttle toured the rain-soaked 4.2
mile course in 21:05, to finish fifth
overall.

Other top finishers were Ole Olsen,
21:01;
State,

21:02; Brock Thompson, Stanford,
21:03; Tuttle, and Tim Daniclson,
San Diego State, 21:06. Danielson is
best

remembered

schooler to
mile, when

as

the second

high

run a sub-4:00 minute
he ran 3:59 at Chula

Vista High in 1966.
Following
Tuttle
for
Humboldt
State were Vince Engel, 33rd, 22:25;

Alex

Zygaczenko,

41st, 22:44; Gary

Miller,
SSth,
23:13;
and
John
Noonan, 65th, 23:30.
HSC
placed sixth overall, behind

Hutchin’s
Market

San

with

Diego

State,

Open 8 a.m. to 10 p.m.

In Northtown

1644 G St. — VA 2-1965

points;

USC,

53; San

Jose

by

The

the

50;

onrushing

after he had kicked
ensuing

roughing

On the first
quarterback Jim
with Burman for
The fleet 5 foot,

ball

on

the

the

halfback then rambled for 11 yards
and a first down at the 11. Two runs
by
McAllister
and
another
by
Burman put the ball at the one,
setting the stage for McAllister’s TD.
Dave Banducci’s extra point try was
no good and HSC led 6-0.
Seconds later, defensive back Jack
Olson
intercepted
a
Central
Washington
pass—one
of
seven
Lumberjack
interceptions
on the
night—and

The score stayed that way until
early in the second quarter when
Burman dashed 40 yards up the left
side
line
for
a TD.
The
run
culminated a drive of 72 yards in 8
plays and put the Jacks into a
commanding 20-0 lead.
interception

before

the

half, this time by Junior safety Jeff
Getty, put the ball on the Wildcat 20.
Six
plays
later
Costello
on
a
quarterback keeper scored the fourth
Jack TD from the one. The point

State,

Commenting

performances,
lauded
Miller.

and

on

the

HSC

Miller

for

his

seemed

to

get

Gary
race;

As it is, Gary

is

ACCOUNT

was

good.

HSC

36,

Minutes later, safety Jeff Getty
intercepted his third pass of the
night at the Wildcat 45 and toted it
down to 19. After a loss of two yards
on the first two plays, halfback
Danny Walsh raced 21 yards around
left end for the TD. Banducci’s point
after
attempt
was
good
and
Humboldt led 43-0.
The
Jacks
touchdown
of
through

scored
their
last
the game midway

the fourth

quarter

on an 84

yard drive in seven plays. Fullback
Mike Cremer scored his second TD of
the

game

from

six

yards

out.

Banducci’s extra point try was good
and the final score was HSC 50,

rushing

Team

attempts,

stats

Lumberjacks

with

Humboldt

showed

the

24 first downs and

an average gain of
offensive play they

the wet sand which comprises the
middle two miles of the course, Hunt
added
turther that
Tuttle was the
strongest finisher of any of the top
six.
The coach telt) that had Gary
Started out just a little bit faster, he
would have had an excellent chance

the race.

try

intercepted in the second half.

in

to
be
congratulated
tor
his
outstanding performance against the
national-caliber
runners
who
competed in the mect
This
Saturday,
the
Lumberjack
distance men travel to Hayward fora
triangular meet with Cal State and
Chico
State.
Humboldt
will
be
favored but Chico cannot be counted

point

In the passing department, Jim
Costello completed five of 11 passes
for 38 yards in the first half. Reserve
QB Dave Banducci was unsuccessful
in seven attempts and had two passes

mentor

down

extra

Central Washington 0.

In 69

improvement,

bogged

nailed the Wildcat punter at his own
eight. The Cat defense held and
forced Banducci to kick a field goal
from the 16 making the score 29-0.
Two plays later defensive back Jack
Olson recovered a Wildcat fumble at
the CW 32. Five plays later fullback
Mike Cremer crashed over from the
three for the touchdown. Banducci's

backs had only one loss of six yards,
averaged 5.1 yards per carry and
made 21 first downs.

which
Hunt)
said
was
the
most
notable of any of the ‘Jack harriers.
Engel and Zygaczenko started strong,
but

quarter as on fourth down the line

Individual rushing statistics showed
halfback
John Burman
with
156
vards (150 in the first half) in 23
carries, fullback Bob McAllister with
71 yards in 16 carries, halfback
Danny Walsh with 78 yards in 14
carries and fullback Mike Cremer
with 42 vards in 12 carries.

individual

both Gary Tuttle and
‘Tuttle for his excellent

after attempt
was wide and at
halftime Humboldt led 26 —0.
The Humboldters were back in
business again early in the third

Central Washington 0.

season,

HUMBOLDT

4.5
ran

The Jacks, also, had
penalties for the game.

132

yards per
87 plays.
yards

in

The
win
puts
the
Lumberjack
record at three wins and one defeat.
The Jacks have won both their home
games scoring a total of 93 points.

Defensive play similar to that shown above kept Central Washington
scoring in last Saturday's 50-0 win by Humboldt.
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out
of
Western

the

running

Conterence

for
cross)

the

bar

country

crown

Coach Hunt is looking forward to
the return of John Scott, veteran
Lumberjack distance runner, after a

- - - 8 CENTS

one
year
leave of absence.
Scott
should
be
making
the
trip”
to

Hayward, and could be the extra
spark the “Jacks need to secure their
first
bw
championship

Cross

country

have

Their next home game will be the
big Homecoming game against San
Francisco State on Oct.
25.
This
week the Jacks travel to Davis where
they battle the Cal Aggies. This will
be
the
second
Kar
Western
Conterence game for the Jacks (1 0
in league play).

Lubrication
- wheel balancing
Minor Tune - Ups
Blue Chip Stamps
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yet

home.

PER CHECK

LUMBERJACKS

yl

just

Oregon,
440;
and
San
Francisco
State, 467.
Coach Jim Hunt stated that it had
rained until the start of the race; but
he felt that the muddy course should
not have affected the Humboldters
since
they
work
out
in
similar
conditions many
times during the

LUMBERJACK

ORDER

16 but

a clipping penalty against the Jacks
put the ball back to the 31. It took
nine plays to score with McAllister
going over from the one foot line.
Banducci’s point after attempt was
good and
the Humboldters were
ahead 13-0.

An

play from the 38,
Costello connected
16 yards to the 22.
10 inch, 176 pound

carted it to the CW

PAID
Permit No. 78
Santa Barbara,
California

50-0

118;
University
of Nevada,
146
(college division winner); Humboldt
State, 199; Chico State, 233; UC
Davis, 254; California, 267; Cal State
at Hayward, 268; Sacramento State,
313;
University
of Pacific,
397;
Sonoma
State,
416; Southern

at winning

Liquors.

49

ball.

down

linemen

kicker penalty put the
Wildcat 38 yard line.

Invitational

By KEN LYBECK

21:00;
Mike Sellers,
Davidson,
San
Dicgo

knocked
the

ISC Cross Country Second At

USC,
Tom

The first Jack score came on a one
yard
plunge
by
fullback
Bob
McAllister capping a 62 yard drive in
11 plays. The drive started on the
Lumberjack 38 after halfback John
Burman returned the opening kickoff
from the seven yard line. With a
fourth and one situation at the HSC
47, punter Damon Dickinson was
Wildcat

Sacramento

Non-Profit
Organization
U. S. Postage

Pickup -Delivery

1007 G. ST.

822-3873

